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ABSTRACT
Multivariate normal distribution is base for many statistical techni-
ques, including ordinary least square inference. Here we show that
in order to make research on Internationalization of Companies,
more flexible approach is needed, namely partial least squares (PLS).
It is a nonparametric technique, used in Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM), which makes no distributional assumptions and also
may be applied with small sample sizes. In this study we discuss on
regularity conditions for PLS from the perspective of semi-continuous
covariance which fills the gap in the current studies. The stochastic
aspects, especially those related to usage of PLS-SEM, can be well
integrated to the topologically grounded regression, where jumps in
the covariances can occur. The purpose of the research is to analyze
and understand the impact of the Incentive System (IS) for
Innovation, within the scope of the National Strategic Reference
Framework (QREN) 2014-2020, on the Internationalization of
Portuguese Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). We study stochas-
tic aspects of theoretical model which aggregates the variables
Product Innovation, Marketing Innovation, Organizational Innovation
and Working Conditions as determinants of Internationalization of
Companies.
Data were collected based on a quantitative methodology, through
a self-completion questionnaire using the Likert psychometric scale,
which registered 120 participants. Organizational Innovation
(exogenous latent construct) and Product Innovation have shown a
statistically significant indirect effect on the Internationalization of
Companies (endogenous latent construct) through Marketing
Innovation. The latter has a direct effect on the Internationalization
(target construct). However, Working Conditions has the greatest
impact on Internationalization, meaning that measures such as
increasing wages, decreasing the use of temporary work and precar-
ious work conversion into labor effective relations have a very rele-
vant direct effect on the Internationalization of Portuguese SMEs.
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1. Introduction

Application of partial least squares models (PLS) needs proper stochastic justification,
related to impossibility to rely on multivariate normality. Here we provide one import-
ant justification which is related to the covariance structure properties. Stehl�ık et al. [1]
introduced a,b,c) class of semicontinuous covariance matrices, which for the sake of
simplicity has been illustrated for one-dimensional processes. In the present paper the
following regularity assumptions on covariance structure. We assume the class of posi-
tive definite functions CdðdÞ : X� Rþ ! R such that

(a) Cdð0Þ ¼ 1 for all d 2 X
(b) for all d mapping d ! CdðdÞ is semicontinuous
(c) limd!þ1 CdðdÞ ¼ 0

That means a,b,c) covariance function can make a jumps, which can many times hap-
pen in statistical modeling. Such class easily extends to construction for higher dimen-
sions, e.g. for bivariate covariances

CdðdÞ : X� ðRþÞ2 ! R,

and d ¼ ðd1, d2Þ with adjustments

� Cdðd1, d2Þ ¼ 1 for all d 2 X and d1d2 ¼ 0 and
� limmaxd1, d2!þ1 CdðdÞ ¼ 0

As we know from Crum [2], isotropic covariance function positive definite on
Euclidean space Rm with dimension m> 1 is necessarily continuous except perhaps at
lag zero, i.e. at the origin. Since we work here in dimension m¼ 2, if we allow discon-
tinuity along the border, our covariance will be non-isotropic. This differs qualitatively
from one-dimensional case m¼ 1 where the discontinuity points of isotropic and posi-
tive definite covariance function can be a dense set. Such kind of covariances are
studied in Stehl�ık et al. [1]. To avoid the complexity of the modeling we can in a feas-
ible way consider positive definite isotropic covariance on a ray passing over the
regions.
The application is within the institutional framework of the Portuguese economy, to

analyze and understand the impact of the Portugal 2020 Innovation Incentive System
(IS) on the internationalization of Portuguese Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs).
Internationalization is, like the promotion of competitiveness, the promotion of social
inclusion, employment and social cohesion and State reform, one of the priorities of
economic, social, environmental and territorial development policies in Portugal (see
[3]). In 2014, Portugal signed a Partnership Agreement with the European Commission,
designated Portugal 2020, for a programming period from 2014 to 2020, which estab-
lished programming principles for the implementation of the Europe Strategy 2020 and
which enshrined economic, social development policies, environmental and territorial
aspects necessary to support, stimulate and ensure a more competitive and prosperous
country (see [3]). Also in 2014, Portugal recognized that the achievement of the prior-
ities of the public policy of economic dynamism-promotion of competitiveness and
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internationalization of the economy-depended on the empowerment of the Portuguese
economic fabric of instruments capable of overcoming the existing constraints to the
implementation of the policy and of enhancing results in assessment site (see [4]).
The promotion of the incorporation of elements of Innovation in the business models

of Portuguese SMEs, through the IS of the previous National Strategic Reference
Framework (QREN) (2007-2013) [5], was evaluated as one of the instruments that most
contributed to the competitiveness and internationalization of business models, espe-
cially for SMEs (Agency for Development and Cohesion, IP, 2018, p. 34 [6]). The
assessment of the impact of IS on the overall performance of Portuguese companies
concluded that previous IS tended to favor companies with more sophisticated and
financially robust business practices; that over the years, the positive impact of IS has
increased in the fields of Innovation, in the qualification of company employees, in the
field of expansion of national companies to international markets and in the field of
productivity; whereas the working conditions of human resources have changed,
through the increase in the number of open-ended contracts in the companies sup-
ported by the IS, but also through the increase in the number of temporary employees
in the same companies; whereas the income condition of human resources also changed
in the companies supported, through an increase in the average earnings per employee;
and that the effectiveness of IS and the production of results for each Euro of public
funds invested is greater in companies with difficulties in accessing finance and in com-
panies that are not covered by other competitiveness policy instruments ([5]). The
evaluation by the European Commission of the impact of IS on European SMEs also
concluded that the effects of IS can be heterogeneous and range from catalysts of new
investments, to amplifiers of the investment dimension, to accelerators of the invest-
ment realization cycle or to produce changes in the funding structure (see [7]). The IS
for Productive Innovation within the scope of the NSRF (National Strategic Reference
Framework) 2014-2020 have as their main objective the support of projects that contrib-
ute to the promotion of the increase of tradable and internationalizable production and
the change of the productive profile of the economic fabric, through the development
of innovative solutions based on Research and Development results and the integration
and convergence of new technologies and knowledge; strengthening the business cap-
acity of SMEs for the development of goods and services, through business investment
in innovative and qualified activities that contribute to their progression in the value
chain; the increase in the management capabilities of companies and the specific qualifi-
cation of assets in areas relevant to the Innovation, Internationalization and moderniza-
tion strategy of companies, in order to enhance the development of productive activities
that are more intensive in knowledge and creativity and with a strong incorporation of
value national added value-Product/service innovation, Innovation in organizational
management practices and Innovation in the marketing of goods and products. In the
literature, Innovation and technological development, for example, are referred to as the
epicenter of the economic growth process and mark the evolution of the industrial
structure of countries, resulting from the accumulation of knowledge and the diffusion
of Innovation across all sectors of national economies, disseminating new capabilities
among companies and displacing knowledge hitherto concentrated in sectors or regions
but they are sides of the same coin, insofar as technological development influences the
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behavior of the industrial and economic structure of countries, and this same structure
influences the degree of Innovation. Despite this apparent confluence, conceptual and
methodological challenges persist in understanding the relationship between Innovation
and technological development with organizational internationalization, namely, does
the appropriation of elements of Innovation manifest itself in the expansion to other
markets, other than the national one? The research chose to analyze and understand the
impact of IS on Innovation, within the scope of the NSRF 2014-2020, on the
Internationalization of SMEs because this object of study-SMEs-is what best character-
izes the Portuguese economic fabric, consisting of 99.9% by SMEs and in 2018, 96.1%
of all Portuguese companies were micro-enterprises (see [8]). In addition, the State of
the Art on this topic is unanimous in claiming the inexistence/insufficient production
of research on this topic, having SMEs as an object of study, in contrast to studies that
elect large companies (Ratten and Dana [9]); (Higon and Driffield [10]) and where
Internationalization does not encounter the constraints inherent to the small size of the
company. The following research questions arise from the main questions related to the
research theme, and which the literature returns:

� What is the impact of the IS on Innovation in promoting the
Internationalization of Portuguese SMEs?

� Which of the elements of Productive Innovation-Product Innovation;
Organizational Innovation; or Marketing Innovation, competes more or has a
greater effect on Internationalization?

� What is the impact of changing Working Conditions in companies supported by
the IS on Innovation and Internationalization of Portuguese SMEs?

� In the case of a positive demonstration of the effectiveness of public investment
in Innovation, through IS’s, what lessons can be learned for private investment?

Thus, and considering the main key ideas from economic perspective, e.g. the inter-
nationalization of the Portuguese economic fabric is a priority of the public policy of
economic dynamism; one of the instruments considered to be most effective in achiev-
ing this public policy priority has been public support, in the form of an IS for
Innovation; The two previous key ideas are reinforced by the conclusions and recom-
mendations of the assessment instruments of the previous QREN (QREN, 2011 and
2012); ([11,12]); The end of the QREN Portugal 2020 results in the necessary assess-
ment of its impacts on the public policy of economic dynamism, therefore, it is import-
ant to know whether public investment in Innovation, through the IS of the NSRF
2014-2020, produced the expected impacts, and whether the hypotheses built around
either the understanding of the state of art or the literature can be validated:

� Hypothesis 1: Product Innovation is directly and positively related to the
Internationalization of Portuguese SMEs;

� Hypothesis 2: Marketing Innovation is directly and positively related to the
Internationalization of Portuguese SMEs;

� Hypothesis 3: Organizational Innovation is directly and positively related to the
Internationalization of Portuguese SMEs;
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� Hypothesis 4: Changes in Work Conditions in beneficiary SMEs are directly and
positively related to the Internationalization of Portuguese SMEs.

The general objective of the investigation is to analyze and understand the impact of
the IS on Innovation, within the scope of the QREN [5], on the Internationalization of
Portuguese SMEs. From this attempt to analyze and understand impacts, other second-
ary objectives derive, but are linked to the main objective:

� Analyze and understand the effectiveness of the IS for Innovation, as an instru-
ment favored by the State in the implementation of the public policy of eco-
nomic dynamism;

� Analyze and understand the effectiveness of other variables not privileged by the
State in the implementation of the public policy of economic dynamism, as is
the case of changes in the condition toward work, of the human resources of the
companies supported by the IS to Innovation;

� Analyze and understand, from the set of independent variables mobilized,
which one has the greatest explanatory power of the phenomenon of
Internationalization of Portuguese SMEs;

� Analyze and understand the explanatory power of Innovation in Portuguese
SMEs’ expansion movements to international markets;

� Check the current status of classical literature, which advocates that the size
of the company is the factor with the greatest impact in explaining
Internationalization;

� Produce a set of lessons learned from the experience of companies supported by
the IS for Innovation, within the scope of QREN 2014–2020, aimed at attracting
and raising awareness of the private sector for investment in Innovation.

In the context of the Portuguese economy and in the context of the current public
policy of economic dynamism, research is of particular importance for understanding
the impact of measures to encourage Innovation, to strengthen qualification and mod-
ernize the Portuguese economic and productive fabric and the impact of Innovation in
promoting organizational internationalization. In addition to the contribution to under-
standing the impacts, the contribution to understanding the context. We know that the
Portuguese business fabric is mainly composed of Micro and SMEs and the assessment
of impacts in this specific context can allow efficiency gains in public management.
In addition to the factors already mentioned, the importance of studies that demon-

strate the impact of the size of companies on Internationalization (Zahara [13]);
(McDougall et al. [14]) and the importance of studies that demonstrate the effectiveness
of public investment in Innovation and consequently in the promotion of
Internationalization, considering the desirable and progressive replacement of public
intervention by private investment.
The literature also indicates that activities of productive innovation and technological

development are rarely mobilized as explanatory factors of the Internationalization of
SMEs (Nassimbeni [15]), being more frequent the mobilization of explanatory variables
such as the dimension, or degree of development. This investigation is also particularly
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relevant as it contributes to the understanding of other explanatory variables of
Internationalization in small companies, other than the most common variables.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section 2 we provide theoretical back-

ground for regression with jumps in covariance which provides better justification of
used PLS methodology. This also naturally extends Sacks-Ylvisaker conditions for good
asymptotic properties of the estimators in the context of regression designs for corre-
lated error models.
In Section 2 we theoretically frame the study and discusses the main ideas and theo-

ries around the theme and demonstrates how the literature has not been able to fully
explain the process of Internationalization of SMEs, both regionally and globally. In
Section 3 we give the importance of reflection on public support given to the private
sector and the importance of human resource management in the competitiveness of
companies was also included here. We describe the statistical method used-Structural
Equation Modeling, the estimator used consistent PLS (PLSc), and the importance of
carrying out an evaluation routine as suggested in the literature. We present the reason
why we considered reflective and formative constructs (or latent variables), which will
be evaluated differently. The procedure used for data collection and the sample obtained
are described. We also describe the behavior of the observed variables and match the
results with the hypotheses initially presented. In Section 4 we provide short discussion
on results and on the practical implications in Human Resource Management.

2. Sacks-Ylvisaker conditions and their relation to topological regression

Sacks-Ylvisaker [16] and in two follow-up papers studied designs for regression prob-
lems for correlated errors and we can consider such regularities as limiting cases when
one can expect to receive a reasonable regression estimators. This motivates us to show,
that their conditions under generic circumstances implies relaxed a,b,c) conditions
introduced in [1]. The requirement to use PLS can be thus justified as follows: if we
show that we have violations from continuity of covariance, we can consider it as justi-
fication to apply also PLS methodologies. Technical aspects of Sacks-Ylvisaker condi-
tions are discussed in this section.
Here we cite the Sacks-Ylvisaker [16] conditions for covariance kernels K in the uni-

variate case, d ¼ 1: We denote one-sided limits at the diagonal in ½0, 1�2 in the following

way: Let Xþ ¼ fðs, tÞ 2 ð0, 1Þ2, s > tg,X� ¼ fðs, tÞ 2 ð0, 1Þ2, s < tg and let �A denote the
closure of a set A. Suppose that L is a continuous function on Xþ [ X� such that LjXj

is continuously extendable to �Xj for j 2 fþ,�g: By Lj we denote the extension of L to

½0, 1�2 which is continuous on �Xj and on ½0, 1�2 n �Xj: Furthermore, by Mðk, lÞðs, tÞ we

denote @kþl

@sk@tl Mðs, tÞ: We say that a covariance kernel K on ½0, 1�2 satisfies the Sacks-

Ylvisaker conditions of order r 2 N0 if the following three conditions hold:

(A) K 2 Cðr, rÞð½0, 1�2Þ, the partial derivatives of L ¼ Kðr, rÞ up to order two are con-
tinuous on Xþ [ X� and continuously extendable to �Xþ as well as to �X�

(B) the function aðsÞ ¼ Lð1, 0Þ� ðs, sÞ � Lð1, 0Þþ ðs, sÞ, which belongs to C1ð½0, 1�Þ due to
A), satisfies min0�s�1aðsÞ > 0:
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(C) Lð2, 0Þþ ðs, :Þ 2 HðLÞ for any 0 � s � 1 and sup0�s�1 jjLð2, 0Þþ ðs, :ÞjjL < 1, where
H(L) is the Hilbert space with reproducing kernel L.

Remark 1. Notice that the regularity conditions a,b,c) introduced in [1] are designed
only for the isotropic random field. However, Sacks-Ylvisaker-conditions are satisfied
also by the anisotropic fields, e.g. Brownian motion with covariance kernel Kðs, tÞ ¼
minðs, tÞ satisfies Sacks-Ylvisaker with r ¼ 0: Observe, that due to A) and B) any pro-
cess with covariance kernel K has exactly r derivatives in the mean square sense, i.e. for
r¼ 0 it is a mean square continuous process. Examples which satisfy assumptions A)
and B) are easy to find. One class is with Kðs, tÞ ¼ uðminðs, tÞÞvðmaxðs, tÞÞ with u0v�
v0u never 0 and u, v 2 C2½0, 1�: Another class of examples is given by the stationary
covariance function 1� ajt � sj þ wðt � sÞ where 0 < a � 1,w 2 C2½0, 1�: As for exam-
ples which satisfy the A,B,C) is

(1) Brownian motion kernel Kðs, tÞ ¼ minðs, tÞ
(2) Slepian kernel Kðs, tÞ ¼ 1� kjt � sj if jt � sj � 1=k and 0 otherwise
(3) Ornstein-Uhlenbeck kernel Kðs, tÞ ¼ exp ð�jt � sjÞ
(4) Class of convex stationary covariance functions of the form

Kðs, tÞ ¼ Ð 1=jt�sj
0 ð1� kjt � sjÞpðkÞdk where p is the density such that

limk!þ1 k3pðkÞ ¼ c < 1 and
Ð1
a ½kp0ðkÞ þ 3pðkÞ�2k6dk < 1 for some a.

For r¼ 0 the conditions A,B,C) are satisfied in particular by kernels (1),(2) and (3).
Kernels of higher regularity can be obtained by r-fold integration of a corresponding
process with deterministic or stochastic boundary conditions. Modifications of A,B,C)
are used by several authors. The major difficulties in applying the results of Sacks-
Ylvisaker are in obtaining explicit information about the reproducing kernel spaces. The
most easily handled reproducing kernel spaces from computational point of view are
those which correspond to covariance kernel having the form Kðs, tÞ ¼ uðsÞvðtÞ, s < t:
For the kernels of the another form, the amount of knowledge on kernel space is rela-
tively small. The other difficulty for practical application of some kernels satisfying
Sacks-Ylvisaker is that, although these are much less smooth than for instance analytical
Gaussian covariance kernel, they are too smooth for some real applications. The par-
ticular remedy for collapsing could be employing the so called ‘nugget’ which decreases
the smoothness of the process. In the following theorem we describe the relationship
between the A,B,C) and a,b,c) regularity conditions. Here we consider relation for every
x 2 R and any t � 0

Kðx, x þ tÞ ¼ CdðtÞ: (1)

Theorem 2.1. Let X be an isotropic random field on X ¼ ½0, 1�2 with covariance kernel K
satisfying Sacks-Ylvisaker conditions A,B,C) and such that Kð0, 0Þ ¼ 1: Then there exist
an isotropic random field on Rþ with a covariance kernel K? satisfying regularity condi-
tions a,b,c) and such that for all x, t 2 ½0, 1� such that x þ t 2 ½0, 1� we have:
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Kðx, x þ tÞ ¼
ð1
0
J0ðkjtjÞdGðkÞ,

K?ðx, xþ tÞ ¼
ð1
0
J0ðkjtjÞdG?ðkÞ,

where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0, G is bounded and non-decreas-
ing function and G?ðkÞ ¼ GðkÞ for all k � k? and G?ðkÞ ¼ 0 otherwise, where k? is the
first minimum of J0 at Rþ:

Remark 2. The idea of the proof is to construct a continuous extension of K. For
instance, if Kðs, tÞ ¼ 1� js� tj is the kernel of the Slepian process, then K? is well

defined in the X ¼ ½0, 1�2: The maximal attainable distance is 1, and Cð1Þ ¼ 0, where
CðdÞ ¼ Kð0, dÞ: We can define C?ðdÞ ¼ 0 for all d � 1 and thus corresponding K? ful-
fills the desirable properties. The other illustrating example is a subclass satisfying
A,B,C) Kðs, tÞ ¼ Ð1

0 exp ð�kjs� tjÞdPðkÞ with
Ð1
0 k3dPðkÞ < 1: Employing the

Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem we have limd!þ1 CðdÞ ¼ 0: Function

d ! CðdÞ is continuous and non-increasing. Thus for every isotropic C on ½0, 1�2 we
can find a covariance function C? on ð0, þ1Þ that G?ðkÞ ¼ GðkÞ for all k � k? and
G?ðkÞ ¼ 0 otherwise.
Let us denote by SY the set of all covariances of random fields satisfying the A,B,C),

by I the set of all covariances of isotropic random fields and by S the set of all cova-
riances of random fields satisfying the a,b,c). Then we have SY \ I � S but SY \ I 6¼
S: To illustrate SY \ I 6¼ S consider the Gaussian covariance function exp ð�d2=2Þ 2
S but exp ð�d2=2Þ 62 SY , since B) does not hold. For more explanation: if aðtÞ 	 0

and assumption A) is satisfied then K(s, t) is differentiable everywhere in ½0, 1�2 and
thus it is too smooth process and therefore does not belong to the class SY , because
[16] were not able to extend their method based on reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
to such smooth processes.

2.1. Multidimensional case

Yaglom [17] considered two different multidimensional generalizations of the concept
of a homogeneous and isotropic field in Rn: Here we can consider multidimensional
homogeneous fields for which the mean value vector and the matrix of correlation (i.e.
each component of the mean vector and each element of the correlation matrix separ-
ately) are invariant with respect to all orthogonal transformations of their functional
arguments (in the case of fields considered here this is equivalent to the requirement
that the mean vector be constant and that all elements of the correlation matrix depend
only on the length of the lag vector). We shall call such multidimensional fields multidi-
mensional homogeneous and isotropic scalar fields. In such a setup we can postulate an
analogous result as was formulated in Theorem 2.2 for the multidimensional case.

Theorem 2.2. Let X be a n-dimensional isotropic random field on X ¼ ½0, 1�n with
covariance kernel K satisfying Sacks-Ylvisaker conditions A,B,C). Then there exist an iso-
tropic random field on ðRþÞn with a covariance kernel K? satisfying regularity conditions
a,b,c) and such that for all 0 � d � d? we have
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Ki, jðdÞ ¼
ð1
0
YnðkdÞdGi, jðkÞ, (2)

K?
i, jðdÞ ¼

ð1
0
YnðkdÞdGi, j

?ðkÞ, (3)

and Gi, j
?ðkÞ ¼ Gi, jðkÞ for all k � k? and Gi, j

?ðkÞ ¼ 0 otherwise, where k? is the first min-

imum of the spherical Bessel function YnðtÞ ¼ C n
2

� �ð2tÞn�2
2 Jðn�2Þ=2ðtÞ at Rþ [ f0g: Here

d? � 0 is maximal such bound, that both integral inequalities (2) and (3) hold.

3. Structural equation modeling for SMEs internationalization

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is a statistical method that mainly combines ele-
ments of factor analysis and multiple linear regression. Its main objective is to examine
a structure of relationships expressed through a set of equations that illustrate all the
relationships between the latent variables under study. To apply SEM, two types of
methods are available, covariance based (CB) and variance based (VB). Although they
complement each other, they differ statistically and have different objectives and
requirements. The VB estimator PLS estimates the model parameters in order to maxi-
mize the explained variance of the available endogenous latent constructs through
ordinary least squares regressions and also emphasizes prediction while it simultan-
eously relaxes the demands on data. Two of the reasons commonly considered for the
use of PLS is the fact that the data do not have a multivariate normal distribution and
the parameter estimates obtained are more accurate than estimates using CB-SEM in
small sample studies ([18]). This is the situation that occurs with the data of this study,
since in the application of the Mardia test for multivariate normality in R, the p-values
obtained for skewness and kurtosis coefficients were approximately zero.
In 2020, the group of SMEs that benefited from the IS to Productive Innovation was

895 companies (see [19, 20]) and the study sample is composed of a total of 120 com-
panies (approximately 13.4%), well above the minimum number of observations recom-
mended by the literature. To obtain the minimum sample size, which is the number of
observations needed to represent the underlying population and to meet the technical
requirements of the PLS, we used the inverse square root method. Although the PLS-
SEM has good convergence characteristics and achieves high levels of statistical power
even for small sample sizes (Hair et al. [21]), for the theoretical model (in Figure 1), the
minimum sample size is nmin ¼ 69 observations for a value of the path coefficient
(pmin) with a minimum magnitude between 0.21 and 0.3, to achieve a statistical power
of 80%, for detecting a medium effect size of f 2 ¼ 0:15 and assuming 5% probability of
error.
The participating companies come from the various sectors of economic activity, and

are geographically distributed across the districts of Coimbra, Leiria, Santar�em and
Lisbon. The most important sectors of activity were the manufacturing sector, which
represented 13.3% of the companies surveyed, the extractive industry sector together
with the civil construction sector, both representing 11.7% and the agriculture sector,
animal production, hunting, forestry and fishing, which represented 10.8% of the busi-
ness area of the participating companies (see Table 1).
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For reasons of saving resources and complying with a previously defined schedule, it
was not possible to apply a random sampling method, which to a certain extent can
compromise the representativeness of the sample. An attempt was made to overcome
the impossibility of random selection, with the introduction of factors that would guar-
antee the greatest possible representation, such as the geographical heterogeneity of
companies, the heterogeneity of their sectors of activity, the fact that they all share the
benefit of the same incentive system and the fact that only participants (i.e. company
employees) were selected whose level of literacy/knowledge of the internal dynamics of

Figure 1. Model considered after the application of the CTA-PLS algorithm.

Table 1. Distribution of participating companies by sector of activity.
Sector of Activity Absolute Frequency % Cum. %

Agriculture, animal production, forest, etc. 13 10.8 10.8
Artistic, show, sporting activities 2 1.7 12.5
Consulting, scientific and technical activities 3 2.5 15.0
Information and communication activities 1 0.8 15.8
Human health activities and social support 7 5.8 21.7
Financial and insurance activities 1 0.8 22.5
Real estate activities 4 3.3 25.8
Collection, treatment and distribution of water 8 6.7 32.5
Wholesale and retail trade 6 5.0 37.5
Construction 14 11.7 49.2
Education 2 1.7 50.8
Electricity, gas, steam 9 7.5 58.3
Food, canning and beverage industry 6 5.0 63.3
Manufacturing industry 5 4.2 67.5
Extractive industries 14 11.7 79.2
Manufacturing industries 16 13.3 92.5
Transport and storage 9 7.5 100.0
TOTAL 120 100.0
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the company they represented allowed them to respond based on the mastery of the
underlying concepts. The selected companies were previously contacted by telephone
for the purposes of information and dissemination of the research objectives, for the
purpose of providing clarifications regarding issues of confidentiality and anonymity,
for the purpose of providing clarifications regarding questions of eligibility criteria for
participation, and to obtain prior authorization. The questionnaire survey was made
available through a link with limited access to employees with management and admin-
istration roles, as it was necessary to ensure that participants understood the underlying
concepts. Data were collected based on a quantitative methodology, through a self-com-
pletion questionnaire, using the Likert psychometric scale, consisting of 5 items: I totally
disagree; partially disagree; indifferent; partially agree; I totally agree. The use of this
scale is justified by the increase in the rate of return of questionnaires, in the quality of
the answers, in the agility and simplicity, in the reduction of blank answers or null
answers, in the reduction of the respondents’ frustration, when compared with other
similar scales (Babakus and Mangold [22]). The questionnaire was built based on an
adaptation of a questionnaire previously validated in the literature (Jantunen [23]) and
included questions related to the latent variables Working Conditions, Product
Innovation, Marketing Innovation, Organizational Innovation and Internationalization
of Companies, and a question framework for companies in the respective sector of
activity. The original questionnaire (Jantunen [23]) from 2005 was developed for the
American reality, however, it was adapted in 2017 by a team of researchers from the
University of Aveiro, Portugal, in an investigation relatively similar to this one (Ribau
et al. [24]). The variable Internationalization of Companies was operationalized through
the items:

� Int 1 The company’s export volume has increased in recent years;
� Int 2 The company’s international market share has increased in recent years;
� Int 3 The company’s participation in international fairs and events has been

more frequent in recent years;
� Int 4 The company has conquered new markets in recent years;
� Int 5 The company has strengthened its strategic position in recent years.

The variable Working Conditions was operationalized through the items:

� WC 1 In recent years, the use of temporary work has decreased in the company;
� WC 2 In recent years, the number of workers with precarious employment con-

tracts has decreased in the company;
� WC 3 In recent years, expenses with salaries and compensation have increased

in the company;
� WC 4 In recent years, the qualification of employees has increased in the

company.

To operationalize the Product Innovation variable, the following items were used:
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� PI 1 In recent years, the company has introduced new products or services to
the market or improved existing ones;

� PI 2 In recent years, the company has promoted Research and Development
activities;

� PI 3 In recent years, the company has supported the development of new ideas.

To operationalize the Marketing Innovation variable, the following items were used:

� MI 1 In recent years, the company has increased its search for new markets and
opportunities;

� MI 2 In recent years, the company has been monitoring consumer behavior
more closely;

� MI 3 In recent years, the company has invested more in its own brand.

And for the operationalization of the Organizational Innovation variable, the follow-
ing items were used:

� OI 1 In recent years, the effectiveness of organizational processes has increased
in the company;

� OI 2 In recent years, the quality of organizational processes has increased in the
company;

� OI 3 In recent years, investment in the company’s digital capability has
increased.

3.1. Analysis steps

SEM and the PLSc estimator, which corrects the bias to consistently estimate SEM with
common factors while maintaining all the strengths of the traditional PLS method,
require a set of relatively complex calculation and analysis procedures. For this reason,
the estimated model that is intended to be evaluated by comparing the relationships
inherent to the measurement model and the structural model arising from the hypothe-
ses formulated by the theoretical model and the observed relationships underlying the
data collected, must comply with a well-defined analysis strategy. Defined and estab-
lished a priori in order to ensure that both the structural model and the measurement
model are correctly specified, and that the results are valid. The investigation considered
the guidelines of Hair et al. ([21, 25]) and Benitez et al. [26] and was developed along
the following systematic stages of analysis:

(1) Design and construction of a theoretical model (causal relationship paths)
based in the specialized literature and on the know-how of authors;

(2) Study of the type of the constructs, application of Tetra Confirmatory Analysis
and estimation of the model;

(3) Evaluation of the reflective measurement model;
(4) Evaluation of the formative measurement model;
(5) Evaluation of the structural model.

12 L. M. GRILO ET AL.



3.2. Evaluation of the measurement and structural model

The main objective of evaluating the measurement model is to verify whether the
items (or indicators, or observed or manifest variables) of each of the constructs that
the research mobilized as having an effect on the phenomenon, effectively and accur-
ately measure their respective concept, contrary to what happens with the evaluation
of the structural model, whose main objective is to define causal or association rela-
tionships between the variables. However, the verification of an item’s ability to accur-
ately measure the proposed concept depends on the nature of the construct. When
the constructs are reflective, the validation of the measurement model uses the follow-
ing evaluation criteria: reliability and validity. The validation of the formative meas-
urement model mobilizes evaluation criteria that are different from the reflective
model. To evaluate the formative measurement model, weights and factor loadings are
verified.
Note that, to evaluate the results of the estimated model, we considered the rules of

thumb that have been made available in the literature and that serve as general guide-
lines (Hair et al. [5, 27]; Benitez et al. [28]). The bootstrap resampling procedure (Bias
Corrected and accelerated - BCa) was also used and to ensure the stability of the results
we considered 10 000 subsamples, with the original sample size. We then obtained 95%
bootstrap BCa confidence intervals (CI), t-Statistics and p-values.

3.3. Confirmatory tetra analysis

In the initial phase of the collected data analysis, we considered the analysis and evalu-
ation of the measurement model. Some authors (Ringle et al. [28]) argue that this first
moment must be preceded by a correct definition of the behavior of the constructs,
because the result of the definition impacts both the results of the evaluation of the
measurement model and the final model. And suggest carrying out an evaluation rou-
tine of the type Tetra Confirmatory Analysis (CTA-PLS) to avoid potentially unrepre-
sentative consequences of the measurement model and the final model. Understanding
what distinguishes reflective and formative constructs is particularly important for
understanding the model. The CTA-PLS is a technique that allows testing whether the
relationship between the observed/manifest variables/indicators/items and the constructs
is formative or not, regardless of the structural model presented. According to the rec-
ommendation of the same authors, whenever the constructs do not have the same num-
ber of manifest variables, one should, using replacement (the term replacement is
understood here as the use of a borrowed variable), and not the exchange of one for
another, evenly distribute the variables among the constructs with a lower number of
items. This was the case, therefore, the constructs Organizational Innovation, Product
Innovation and Marketing Innovation in Figure 1, because they were operationalized by
only three manifest variables, received a borrowed manifest variable from the neighbor-
ing constructs, so that it was possible to apply the CTA-PLS.
We then applied the CTA-PLS to the model in Figure 1, where to ensure the stability

of the model, we used the bootstrapping resampling (5000 samples were considered in
the application of this algorithm) for a significance level of 5%: We obtained the results
presented in Table 2 that reveal the combinations between the indicators associated
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with each construct. When reading Table 2, we considered the last two columns, relative
to the limits (lower and upper) of the confidence interval. If the limits do not contain
zero, the construct is formative, but if they do contain zero, the construct is reflexive. It
is enough that there is at least one interval that does not have zero, for the construct to
be formative, as is the case of the constructs Working Conditions and
Internationalization of Companies.
Figure 2 illustrates the mixed model resulting from the application of the CTA-PLS

algorithm. The blue circles represent latent or unobservable variables; the yellow rectan-
gles are used to distinguish the manifest variables and the arrows represent the relation-
ships between latent and manifest variables and vice-versa. The model represented in
Figure 2 is a mixed model, with reflective constructs-those indicated in the blue circles
with the letter A and formative constructs-those indicated in the blue circles with the
letter B. The formative constructs are formed by manifested variables, so the arrows go
from the manifest variables to the constructs, while in reflective constructs the arrows
go from the constructs to the indicators.
To obtain the estimated model of Figure 2 the stop criterion (10E-07) of the PLSc-

SEM algorithm was reached before the maximum number of 300 iterations, defined in
the parameter settings. In this case, the algorithm converged in iteration 23 (starting at
zero), which is considered a fast and stable solution (Hair et al. [27]).
The structural equations related to the estimated model in Figure 2 are:

� Product Innovation ¼ 0:426
Organizational Innovation
� Marketing Innovation ¼ 0:590
Product Innovation
� Working Innovation ¼ �0:423
Organizational Innovation

Table 2. Results obtained with the application of the CTA-PLS algorithm.

Construct Indicators

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(StDev)

T Statistics
(O/StDev)

CI
Low
adj.

CI
Up
adj.

Working
Conditions

1: WC1, WC2,
WC3, WC4

0.723 0.699 0.262 2.758 0.159 1.335

2: WC1, WC2,
WC4, WC3

0.788 0.763 0.249 3.168 0.256 1.371

Organizational
Innovation

1: WC4, OI1,
OI2, OI3

�0.117 �0.114 0.155 0.755 �0.469 0.227

2: WC4, OI1,
OI3, OI2

0.19 0.181 0.223 0.852 �0.301 0.697

Marketing
Innovation

1: MI1, MI2,
MI3, PI3

0.084 0.078 0.183 0.457 �0.322 0.500

2: MI1, MI2,
PI3, MI3

0.047 0.043 0.2 0.234 �0.398 0.498

Product
Innovation

1: OI2, PI1,
PI2, PI3

�0.351 �0.343 0.267 1.314 �0.956 0.24

2: OI2, PI1,
PI3, PI2

�0.283 �0.275 0.231 1.221 �0.808 0.229

Inter. of
Companies

1: Int2, Int3, Int4,
Int5

�0.004 0 0.194 0.02 �0.508 0.493

2: Int2, Int3, Int5,
Int4

�0.232 �0.22 0.218 1.063 �0.806 0.319

6: Int2, Int4, Int1,
Int3

�0.578 �0.558 0.194 2.984 �1.098 �0.099

10: Int2, Int4, Int5,
Int1

�0.098 �0.096 0.207 0.472 �0.632 0.434
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� Inter. of Innovation ¼ 0:525
Working Conditions þ 0:306
Marketing Innovation

3.4. Results of statistical modeling

For assessing the reflective measurement (outer) model we examine:

� Indicators loadings: the standardized loading values in Figure 2 and Table 3 are
above threshold 0.708 (except for the indicators: WC1, OI1 and Int5), indicating
that the respective construct explains more than 50% of the indicators variance
and, therefore, providing acceptable indicator reliability. They are also statistically
significant with p-values (Table 3) lower than the usual significance levels,
namely less than 0.001, suggesting that the measures are reliable.

� Internal consistency reliability: values of the measure of internal consistency reli-
ability qA are presented in Table 4. It is considered as an approximately exact
measure of construct reliability, since Cronbach’s alpha can be very conservative
and the composite reliability maybe too liberal. The Dijkstra-Henselers qA values
in the three constructs are greater than 0.7 (recommended minimum threshold)
and less than 0.95 (equal or greater values can be problematic), indicating high
levels of reliability. The upper bounds of the 95% bootstrap BCa CI are all lower
than 0.95 and all values are also statistically significant with p-values < 0:001,
indicating reliable construct scores.

Figure 2. Estimated model obtained with PLSc (outer loadings, path coefficients and coefficients of
determination).
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� Convergent validity: the metric used for evaluating a constructs convergent valid-
ity is the Average Variance Extracted (AVE). In Table 5 the AVE values are
higher than 0.5, indicating that the constructs explains at least 50% of the indica-
tors variance. All of them are also statistically significant (with p-values < 0.001)
and therefore we can say that the model converges with a satisfactory results.

� Discriminant validity: the HTMT (Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio) was used to
assess discriminant validity of the constructs, which can be considered for a
threshold of 0.85 (for conceptually different constructs). In Table 6 all values are
below 0.85 and also all upper bound of the 95% bootstrap BCa CI are lower
than 0.85, which suggests that the constructs are empirically distinct.

3.5. Evaluation of the formative measurement model

For assessing the formative measurement (outer) model we examine:

� Collinearity: the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) was used to examine the outer
collinearity. Probable (i.e. critical) collinearity issues when VIF is higher than 5
and ideally all values should be less than 3. Although all VIF values are below 5
in Table 7, three indicators present values slightly above 3 and only one indicator
has VIF close to 4 (formative constructs: Working Conditions and

Table 3. Outer loadings: mean, StDev, t-values and p-values.

Construct Indicator
Original

Sample (O)
Sample
Mean (M)

Standard
Deviation
(StDev)

T Statistics
(O/StDev) p-value

Working
Conditions

WC1 0.584 0.562 0.137 4.263 <0.001
WC2 0.711 0.676 0.12 5.929 <0.001
WC3 0.909 0.885 0.082 11.079 <0.001
WC4 0.937 0.906 0.07 13.378 <0.001

Market
Innovation

MI1 0.71 0.709 0.082 8.667 <0.001
MI2 0.711 0.714 0.099 7.166 <0.001
MI3 0.721 0.714 0.08 8.969 <0.001

Organizational
Innovation

OI1 0.624 0.635 0.12 5.184 <0.001
OI2 0.79 0.791 0.085 9.349 <0.001
OI3 0.726 0.709 0.122 5.947 <0.001

Product
Innovation

PI1 0.75 0.748 0.113 6.661 <0.001
PI2 0.79 0.79 0.078 10.14 <0.001
PI3 0.89 0.885 0.058 15.296 <0.001

Inter. of
Companies

Int1 0.817 0.783 0.09 9.107 <0.001
Int2 0.882 0.844 0.085 10.324 <0.001
Int3 0.792 0.759 0.109 7.292 <0.001
Int4 0.965 0.928 0.052 18.665 <0.001
Int5 0.657 0.629 0.134 4.91 <0.001

Table 4. Internal consistence reliability: qA, bias, 95% bootstrap BCa CI and p-values.

qA

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(StDev)

T Statistics
(jO/StDevj) Bias 2.5% 97.5% p-values

Marketing I. 0.758 0.766 0.05 15.138 0.008 0.625 0.834 <0.001
Organizational I. 0.767 0.784 0.051 14.966 0.017 0.614 0.836 <0.001
Product I. 0.859 0.868 0.106 8.138 0.009 0.708 0.895 <0.001
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Internationalization of Companies). Thus, it appears to be an unproblematic situ-
ation in terms of collinearity.

� Outer-Weights: in Table 8, some manifest variables of the formative constructs
Working Conditions and Internationalization of Companies have small weights
and that proved to be not statistically significant, for a significance level of 5%:

However, the literature says that if the weight of an indicator is not significant
(see Table 8), it should not be interpreted as a weak measure indicator.
Indicators with non-significant weights should be eliminated only if the loads are
also not significant (Benitez et al. [26]). In the model under analysis, the indica-
tors were maintained because, despite having small weights, they had significant
loads above value 0.5 (see Table 3).

3.6. Evaluation of the structure model

To assess the structural (inner) model we examine:

Table 5. Convergent validity: Average Variance Extracted (AVE), Bias, 95% bootstrap BCa CI and p-
values.

AVE

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(StDev)

T Statistics
(jO/StDevj) Bias 2.5% 97.5% p-values

Marketing I. 0.51 0.515 0.067 7.579 0.005 0.37 0.631 <0.001
Organizational I. 0.514 0.523 0.062 8.236 0.009 0.373 0.617 <0.001
Product I. 0.66 0.663 0.059 11.127 0.003 0.549 0.749 <0.001

Table 6. Discriminant validity: Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio (HTMT), bias, 95% bootstrap BCa CI.
Relationship Original Sample (O) Sample Mean (M) Bias 2.5% 97.5%

Organizational I.!Marketing I. 0.259 0.290 0.030 0.100 0.471
Product I.!Marketing I. 0.594 0.593 0.000 0.399 0.764
Product I.!Organizational I. 0.430 0.434 0.003 0.195 0.645

Table 7. Collinearity analysis in outer model: Variance Inflation Factor (VIF).
Indicator VIF

Inter. of Companies Int1 2.766
Int2 3.900
Int3 3.101
Int4 3.301
Int5 2.027

Market Innovation MI1 1.500
MI2 1.665
MI3 1.475

Organizational Innovation OI1 1.802
OI2 2.120
OI3 1.343

Product Innovation PI1 1.675
PI2 2.549
PI3 2.778

Working Conditions WC1 2.984
WC2 2.927
WC3 2.926
WC4 3.009
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� Overall model fit: in addition to the bootstrap-based test to statistically assess
the overall model fit we also used as a measure of approximate fit the stand-
ardized root mean square residual (SRMR), the squared Euclidean distance
(dULS) and the geodesic distance (dG), to obtain empirical evidence for the
proposed model and the postulated theory. As all values of the discrepancy
measures (SRMR, dULS and dG), in Table 9, were below the 95% quantile of
their corresponding reference distribution it is an indication that the estimated
model was not rejected at a significance level of 5%: The fact that SRMR val-
ues (for the estimated model and for the saturated model, where all constructs
can be freely correlated) are below 0.080 (recommended threshold) is an indi-
cation of an acceptable model fit. This result suggests that the proposed
model is well suited to confirm and explain the Internationalization of
Companies based on the predictors constructs: Organizational Innovation,
Product Innovation, Marketing Innovation and Working Conditions (Benitez
et al. [26]).

� Collinearity: the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) was used to examine the inner
collinearity to make sure that it does not bias the regression results. Since all
VIF values are less than 3 (Table 10), then there are no collinearity issues among
the predictor constructs presented in Figure 2.

� Explained variance on the endogenous constructs: the coefficient of determin-
ation R2 indicates the amount of variance in the endogenous latent constructs

Table 8. Outer weights: mean, StDev, t-values and p-values.

Construct Indicator
Original

Sample (O)
Sample
Mean (M)

Standard
Deviation
(StDev)

T Statistics
(O/StDev) p-value

Working
Conditions

WC1 �0.357 �0.333 0.22 1.621 0.105
WC2 0.269 0.241 0.204 1.318 0.188
WC3 0.500 0.488 0.264 1.893 0.058
WC4 0.601 0.584 0.275 2.187 0.029

Market
Innovation

MI1 0.404 0.404 0.040 10.047 <0.001
MI2 0.405 0.407 0.052 7.734 <0.001
MI3 0.410 0.407 0.042 9.815 <0.001

Organizational
Innovation

OI1 0.355 0.359 0.059 5.971 <0.001
OI2 0.449 0.449 0.047 9.604 <0.001
OI3 0.413 0.403 0.071 5.797 <0.001

Product
Innovation

PI1 0.351 0.351 0.050 7.068 <0.001
PI2 0.370 0.371 0.035 10.653 <0.001
PI3 0.417 0.416 0.029 14.347 <0.001

Inter. of
Companies

Int1 0.156 0.144 0.224 0.697 0.486
Int2 0.315 0.313 0.232 1.359 0.174
Int3 �0.053 �0.062 0.273 0.194 0.846
Int4 0.699 0.675 0.226 3.097 0.002
Int5 �0.056 �0.050 0.212 0.265 0.791

Table 9. Fit summary of the saturated and estimated models.
Discrepancy Model Original Sample (O) Sample Mean (M) 95% 99%

SMR Saturated 0.056 0.051 0.063 0.070
Estimated 0.078 0.064 0.085 0.098

dULS Saturated 0.539 0.452 0.687 0.844
Estimated 1.04 0.719 1.225 1.655

dG Saturated 0.277 0.245 0.35 0.419
Estimated 0.304 n/a 0.369 0.437
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explained by its predictor constructs. It is considered a measure of the models
explanatory power and is also referred to as insample predictive power. In our
study the predictors explain 42.1% of variance in Internationalization of
Companies (in Figure 2 and also in Table 11), which is a moderate value (not
far from 50%), but in the context of the social sciences it may even be consid-
ered a relatively substantial value. Even the R2 ¼ 0:348, for the Marketing
Innovation endogenous construct, can be considered a moderate value.

� Predictive accuracy: to evaluate the models predictive accuracy we considered the
Stone-Geisser Q2 (Stone [29], Geisser [30]), which can only be partly considered
a measure of an out-of-sample predication. The Q2 indicator evaluates the mod-
el’s ability to reflect reality, so Q2 > 0 is indicative of predictive relevance and
the ideal value is Q2 ¼ 1: The values of Q2 are all positive, with
Internationalization of Companies and Marketing Innovation presenting the
highest values (0.258 and 0.146, respectively), which are indicative of predictive
relevance (Table 12).

� Predictive power: to assess the models out-of-sample predictive power, using a
holdout sample, we applied the PLSpredict. Considering the Internationalization
of Companies the models key endogenous construct, we examined the prediction
errors for all endogenous constructs indicators. We started by evaluating the Q2

predict statistic and all PLS predictions outperform the most naive benchmark
(which is a linear regression model-LM as recommended in the literature,
defined as the indicator means from the analysis sample, Table 13). We consid-
ered the popular prediction metric root mean squared error (RMSE) and also
the mean absolute error (MAE) to compare the PLS predict with the LM predict
values. We can say that the model has medium predictive power, since minority
of the indicators of the Internationalization of Companies in the PLS-SEM

Table 10. Collinearity analysis in inner model: Variance Inflation Factor (VIF).

Inner VIF
Inter. Of

Companies
Marketing
Innovation

Organizational
Innovation

Product
Innovation

Working
Conditions

Inter. of
Companies

Marketing
Innovation

1.026

Organizational
Innovation

1.000 1.000

Product
Innovation

1.000

Working
Conditions

1.026

Table 11. Variance explained: Coefficient of determination (R2), Bias, 95% bootstrap BCa CI and p-
values.

R2

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(StDev)

T Statistics
(jO/StDevj) Bias 2.5% 97.5% p-values

Inter. of Companies 0.421 0.458 0.066 6.358 0.037 0.236 0.512 <0.001
Marketing I. 0.348 0.354 0.113 3.075 0.006 0.145 0.583 0.002
Product I. 0.182 0.197 0.102 1.78 0.015 0.028 0.406 0.075
Working Cond. 0.179 0.199 0.093 1.924 0.021 0.027 0.37 0.054
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analysis yields higher prediction errors compared to the naive LM benchmark, in
terms of RMSE and MAE (Table 13).
After proving the explanatory and predictive power of the model, we now assess
the relevance and statistical significance of the path coefficients.

� Statistical significance and relevance of the path coefficients: all standardized
structural path coefficients in Table 14 are statistically significant different from
zero at a 1% significance level (p-values are below 0.01 and the 95% bootstrap
BCa CIs constructed around the estimates do not cover the zero). As the coeffi-
cients are standardized, increasing, for example, the Working Conditions by one
standard deviation, the Internationalization of Companies will increase by 0.525
standard deviations, keeping the other explanatory constructs constant (consider-
ing ceteris paribus).

� Models comparisons: we employed the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), due
to its high model selection accuracy, to evaluate the out-of-sample prediction
without using a holdout sample. This metric can be used to compare alternative
model configurations. In Table 15 we can see that the model with the
Internationalization of Companies endogenous construct minimizes the BIC
value (�52.161).

In the next section we provide covariance violations based on Stehl�ık et al. [1]. These
results are justifying usage of PLS.

Table 12. Predictive relevance Q2:

Construct SSO SSE Q2ð¼ 1� SSE=SSOÞ
Inter. of Companies 600,000 445,443 0.258
Marketing I. 360,000 307,525 0.146
Organizational I. 360,000 360,000 0.000
Product I. 360,000 328,544 0.087
Working Cond. 480,000 446,987 0.069

Table 13. Predictive performance of the PLS model vs. benchmark LM, considering the full dataset.

Construct Indicator

Q2
predict PLS predict LM predict LM - PLS1

PLS LM RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

Working Conditions WC1 0.018 0.001 1.529 1.320 1.542 1.335 0.013 0.016
WC2 0.039 0.022 1.427 1.209 1.440 1.217 0.013 0.009
WC3 0.087 0.082 1.338 1.134 1.341 1.132 0.003 �0.001
WC4 0.094 0.068 1.293 1.074 1.312 1.092 0.019 0.018

Market Innovation MI1 0.001 �0.014 1.380 1.178 1.390 1.179 0.010 0.001
MI2 0.037 0.000 1.423 1.234 1.450 1.242 0.027 0.008
MI3 0.019 �0.024 1.425 1.229 1.456 1.261 0.031 0.032

Product Innovation PI1 0.030 �0.003 1.453 1.247 1.477 1.279 0.024 0.032
PI2 0.102 0.085 1.480 1.290 1.494 1.295 0.014 0.005
PI3 0.100 0.075 1.420 1.222 1.440 1.237 0.020 0.015

Inter. of Companies Int1 0.025 �0.022 1.540 1.384 1.576 1.408 0.037 0.024
Int2 0.007 �0.017 1.398 1.225 1.415 1.228 0.017 0.003
Int3 �0.001 �0.028 1.433 1.249 1.452 1.248 0.019 �0.001
Int4 0.026 �0.002 1.379 1.183 1.399 1.183 0.020 0.000
Int5 0.018 �0.015 1.432 1.264 1.455 1.274 0.024 0.010

1Negative values shows indicators for which there is no improvement in predictive power of the PLS model over the
LM benchmark.
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3.7. Violations of types I and II of positive definiteness

We perform autocovariance analysis for each of the Indicators in order to find viola-
tions of types I and II of positive definiteness from Stehl�ık et al. [1]. This is done by
finding the unbounded intervals of jump size A> 0 in case of violation conditions, for
more details see Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 from Stehl�ık et al. [1]. The values shown in
Figure 3 suggest the use of covariance constructed by a,b,c) class, with a corrected factor
A 6¼ 0 instead of classical covariance estimation.

4. Conclusions and discussion

Recently, semicontinuous covariance functions have been used by several authors. An
appropriate discussion on the regularity conditions for PLS is up to the best knowledge

Table 14. Path coefficients with the 95% bootstrap BCa CI and p-values.
Path coefficient 95% bootstrap BCa CI

Relationship

Original
Sample
(O)

Sample
Mean
(M)

Standard
Deviation
(StDev)

T Statistics
(jO/StDevj) Bias 2.5% 97.5% p-values

Marketing I. !Inter. of Companies 0.306 0.308 0.095 3.234 0.002 0.119 0.489 0.001
Organizational I. !Product I. 0.426 0.428 0.12 3.559 0.001 0.168 0.638 <0.001
Organizational I. !Working

Conditions
�0.423 �0.433 0.109 3.868 �0.01 �0.61 �0.169 <0.001

Product I. !Marketing I. 0.59 0.587 0.098 5.997 �0.003 0.381 0.764 <0.001
Working Conditions !Inter.

of Companies
0.525 0.543 0.079 6.666 0.018 0.308 0.646 <0.001

Table 15. Predictive relevance Q2:

Endogenous construc BIC (Bayesian Information Criteria)

Inter. of Companies �52,161
Marketing I. �42,744
Product I. �15,511
Working Cond. �15,029

Figure 3. The minimum A value for which each of the Indicators violates conditions (2) in left panel
and condition (3) in right panel. Unbounded intervals beginning in each of these minimum values for
A at given lag h (x-axis) which violate positive definiteness of each Indicator (y-axis) autocovariance.
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of the authors still missing. The covariance function satisfying conditions a,b,c) still pos-
sesses some important features of the continuous covariance, e.g. justifying the increas-
ing domain asymptotics, however, as we have shown in the application, economical
analysis has higher complexity and application of PLS is needed. Therefore a natural
idea may appear here to employ a semicontinuous covariance functions from class
a,b,c) in order to check for necessity of PLS. For computation we used SmartPLS
Version 3.3.9 (Ringle et al. [27]) and software R.
The research aimed to analyze and understand the effectiveness of the IS for

Innovation, as an instrument privileged by the State in the implementation of public
policy of economic dynamism, and the effectiveness of other variables not privileged by
the State in the implementation of this same policy, as is the case of the conditions in
that the work is performed. The study showed that in Portuguese SMEs, the IS to
Innovation manages to translate itself into an instrument of Internationalization when
associated with strategies for monitoring consumer behavior, when productive
Innovation coincides with an effort in the search for new markets and opportunities
and when companies invest in creating their own brand. The investigation also verified
that the conditions in which the work is performed have a very significant impact on
the internationalization of Portuguese SMEs, and that the increase in wages, the change
from the precarious employment relationship, to an effective one and the increase in
the qualification of workers, had a greater explanatory power in the process of
Internationalization of Companies, than, for example, the development of a new prod-
uct. The investigation also intended to analyze and understand, from the set of variables
mobilized, which one had the greatest explanatory power in the phenomenon of
Internationalization of Portuguese SMEs, and in this sense, it was concluded that
changes in the conditions in which the work is performed, namely changes in the salary
policy, through an increase in salaries, changes in the employee retention policy,
through the reduction in the use of temporary work, and changes in the recruitment
policy and design of the qualifications profile for a certain function, contributed more
(i.e. it has greater statistical relevance) for the Internationalization of the SMEs surveyed
than the innovative process. Regarding this objective, it is also important to mention
the importance that the Marketing Innovation variable assumed in explaining the pro-
cess of Internationalization of the surveyed SMEs. The innovative process, using the
development of a new product, has no effect on the internationalization process if there
is not, in complementarity, an effort to mobilize marketing strategies for that same
product. In addition, even if there is no room for production innovation, successful
internationalization is possible, only with the use of prospecting activities new markets
and opportunities, getting to know the consumer well and investing in the creation of
their own brand. The size of the company is not the factor with the greatest impact in
the explanation of Internationalization, as it was possible to verify from the study, how-
ever, the explanatory power of Innovation in the expansion movements for international
markets of Portuguese SMEs is closely associated with the search for new markets and
new opportunities and economic diplomacy. The empirical evidence of the investigation
supported the research Hypotheses 2 and 4 mentioned in the introduction. As observed
in the research structural model, the variables Marketing Innovation and Working
Conditions were directly and positively related to the Internationalization of Portuguese
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SMEs. The empirical evidence of the investigation did not support Hypotheses 1 and 3.
As observed in the structural model, Product Innovation was only related to
Internationalization through Marketing Innovation (mediating variable), while
Organizational Innovation was related negatively, through the Working Conditions. The
impact of the results obtained on the Human Resources Management of SMEs requires
this line of investigation being deepened. There is a need to better analyze and under-
stand the impact of recruitment and retention policies, salary policies and the skills pro-
file on SMEs. Internationalization is a priority of public policy of economic dynamism,
and the literature begins to support and return evidence of the impact that changes in
the conditions of work provision are producing on Internationalization. The collected
sample supports and, in a certain way, confirms that SMEs with high qualification pro-
files, that practice higher salaries, and that chose to retain their employees using the
employment contract, to the detriment of temporary work, are more successful in the
expansion process.
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Appendices
Proof of Theorem 2.1

We use Theorem of Yaglom, 1957 [17]: C(t) to be the covariance function of a mean square con-
tinuous, isotropic random field in R2, it is necessary and sufficient that

CðtÞ ¼
ð1
0
J0ðkjtjÞdGðkÞ, (4)

where GðkÞ is bounded, non-decreasing function and J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind of
order 0 (see Abramowitz and Stegun [31]).

As we defined in relation (1), we have CðtÞ ¼ Kðx, xþ tÞ, where K is a covariance of isotropic
random field satisfying Sacks-Ylvisaker conditions A,B,C) and Kð0, 0Þ ¼ 1: Thus, condition a is
verified, since Cð0Þ ¼ Kð0, 0Þ ¼ 1:

Now, we have according to (4) CðtÞ ¼ Ð1
0 J0ðkjtjÞdGðkÞ for some bounded and non-decreasing

function GðkÞ: Let x? > 0 be the first minimum of J0 at R
þ (see [31]). Then we define a function

G?ðkÞ ¼ GðkÞ for k � x? and gðkÞ ¼ G0ðkÞ ¼ 0, for all k > x?: We define the covariance kernel
K? by C?ðtÞ ¼ Ð1

0 J0ðkjtjÞdG?ðkÞ: Notice that G? is bounded and non decreasing and thus K? is
according to (4) the covariance kernel of isotropic random field.

Let us have 0 � d1 � d2 � 1, then J0ðkd1Þ � J0ðkd2Þ for all k < x? (we can neglect k > x?

since for such value is g?ðkÞ ¼ G?0ðkÞ ¼ 0:) Thus we have C?ðd1Þ � C?ðd2Þ and C?ðdÞ is non-
increasing.

Finally, let us verify c) limd!þ1 C�
dðdÞ ¼ 0: Employing the Lebesgue’s Dominated

Convergence Theorem and fact that limx!þ1 J0ðxÞ ¼ 0 we have limd!þ1
C�
dðdÞ ¼

Ð1
0 limd!þ1 J0ðkdÞdG?ðkÞ ¼ 0: w

Proof of Theorem 2.2

For the multidimensional and isotropic field we have representation (see Yaglom [17]) for every
entry of covariance matrix in the form

Ki, jðdÞ ¼
ð1
0
YnðkdÞdGi, jðkÞ,

where YnðtÞ ¼ C n
2

� �ð2tÞn�2
2 Jðn�2Þ=2ðtÞ: Thus we construct K?

i, jðdÞ analogously with Theorem 2. w
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